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We calculate the gauge couplings in the dual standard model. These values are consistent with an
associated GeV mass scale, and predict the weak mixing angle to be sin2 θw(MZ) ∼ 0.22.
PACS numbers:
The standard model fermions have an intricate repre-
sentation structure under the colour, weak isospin and
hypercharge symmetry groups. The ve basic multiplets
(replicated in three generations) divide into leptons and
quarks corresponding to trivial and fundamental repre-
sentations of the colour symmetry. These leptons and
quarks subdivide further corresponding to the trivial or
fundamental representations of weak isospin, with this
division coinciding with left and right parity eigenstates.
Currently, the only explanation for such a structure is
the dual standard model of Vachaspati [1]. Here the stan-
dard model fermions are associated with monopoles orig-
inating from the symmetry breaking of a unied SU(5)
gauge theory to the standard model gauge symmetry.
The representation structure, and hence interaction, of
these monopoles is in exact agreement with the spectrum
of fermions in the standard model.
In addition, other properties such as the spin [2], and
the number of generations can be consistently included
within this framework [3]. Its structure may also be re-
lated to connement within QCD [4,5].
In this letter we calculate the colour, weak isospin and
hypercharge gauge coupling constants of these SU(5)
monopoles. Essentially our calculation compares the
gauge transformation properties of the monopoles with
the associated fermions. This uniquely species the
colour, weak isospin and hypercharge gauge coupling con-
stants in terms of the unied SU(5) coupling. We nd
these gauge couplings to be consistent with the experi-
mental values.
We begin by summarising some of the main features
of the dual standard model [1,5]. The model originates
with a breaking of SU(5) gauge symmetry
SU(5)! S(U(3)  U(2))
= [SU(3)C  SU(2)I  U(1)Y]/Z6 (1)








= Z6  Z. (2)
Here Z denes the degree of the homotopy class, whilst
Z6 = Z3  Z2 = fe2ipi/3, e−2ipi/3, 1g  f−1, 1g (3)
represents second homotopy classes of same degree.
The monopoles spectrum is built up from bound states
of embedded SU(2) ! U(1) fundamental monopoles,
SU(5) ! S(U(3) U(2))
[ [ (4)
SU(2) ! U(1),
and correspond to the (e2ipi/3,−1) homotopy class of Z6.
Gardner and Harvey [6] show that these fundamental
monopoles combine to form stable bound states for a
natural range of model parameters. Labelling the bound









(qCXC + qIXI + qYXY) , (6)
where XC, XI and XY are suitably normalised elements
of the Lie algebras su(3), su(2) and u(1). The coecient
1/gu relates to the unied SU(5) gauge coupling gu.
The magnetic charges are determined by associating
them with the corresponding homotopy classes in Eq. (2).
They dene a subgroup
U(1)Q = exp(RQ)  S(U(3) U(2)), (7)
normalised by
exp(2piguQ) = 1. (8)
This subgroup represents a typical element of the associ-
ated Z6 homotopy class of the monopole. Using genera-
tors
XC = i diag(− 13 ,− 13 , 23 , 0, 0), (9)
XI = i diag(0, 0, 0, 1,−1), (10)
XY = i diag(1, 1, 1,− 33 ,− 32 ) (11)
leads to the following pattern for the monopole spectrum:
qC qI qY dC dI dY
(e2ipi/3,−1) 1 1/2 1/3 3 2 1
(e−2ipi/3, 1) -1 0 2/3 3 0 1
(1,−1) 0 -1/2 1 0 2 1
(e2ipi/3, 1) 1 0 4/3 3 0 1
(e−2ipi/3,−1) - - - - - -
(1, 1) 0 0 2 0 0 1
1
It should be noted that we have chosen a slightly dier-
ent normalisation from [1,5]. This is to agree with the
standard particle physics charge normalisations.
Degeneracies dC, dI and dY of the monopole embed-
dings corresponding to the same homotopy class have
also been included. These arise from the degeneracy of
suitable generators
XrC = i diag(+
2
3 ,− 13 ,− 13 , 0, 0), (12)
XgC = i diag(− 13 , + 23 ,− 13 , 0, 0), (13)
XbC = i diag(− 13 ,− 13 , + 23 , 0, 0) (14)
for XC and
XI = XI (15)
for XI. This indicates that the monopoles form repre-
sentations of SU(3)C, SU(2)I and U(1)Y with the corre-
sponding dimension. Namely the fundamental represen-
tations.
The above arguments strongly imply that the long
range interactions of these monopoles is associated with
that of a particle with gauge interactions specied by the
fundamental representations of the colour, weak isospin
and hypercharge symmetry groups. This particle has the
corresponding charges qC, qI and qY, and its current Jµmon










with gC, gI and gY representing the respective gauge cou-
plings. Such a spectrum of charges and interactions is
completely in accord with the spectrum of fermions in















(e2ipi/3, 1) $ uR
(1, 1) $ eL
The corresponding fermionic anti-particles are associated
with the anti-monopoles.
The main point of this work is to show that as well
as predicting the spectrum and properties of fermions in
the standard model, the dual standard model also pre-
dicts the corresponding colour, weak isospin and hyper-
charge gauge couplings. We shall determine these from
the gauge transformation properties of the monopoles,
presented below. A more detailed treatment will be given
elsewhere [7].
One may see simply that three dierent gauge cou-
plings should arise in Eq. (16) by considering the nor-
malisation of the monopole charge generators in Eqs. (9,
10, 11). These generators XC, XI and XY are normalised
to the topology of S(U(3)  U(2)). However the gauge
elds of SU(5) theory are normalised dierently. In the
minimal coupling the components of the gauge elds are
written
Dµ = ∂µ + guAµaX^a, (18)
with the SU(5)-basis fX^ag orthonormal with respect to
the inner product
tr(X^aX^b) = 12δab. (19)
The dierence between these normalisations will produce
overall scales associated with the gauge couplings.
To be more specic, recall that the fundamental
monopoles are embedded SU(2) ! U(1) monopoles, de-
scribed by Eq. (4), with magnetic elds Bk correspond-
ing to the embedding. Rigid (or global) monopole gauge
transformations that respect Bk 2 su(3)C  su(2)I 
u(1)Y transform
Bk 7! Ad(h)Bk (20)
under the adjoint action of h 2 S(U(3)  U(2)). Corre-
spondingly the su(2) embedding transforms under
su(2) 7! Ad(h)su(2), (21)
so that Q transforms appropriately.
Considering a gauge transformation of the embedded
monopole, the generators must be normalised to the
SU(5) gauge interaction of Eqs. (18, 19). Typical nor-













From which the corresponding rigid gauge transforma-
tions of the monopole take
Bk 7! Ad[exp(gu(X^Cθ1 + X^Iθ2 + X^Yθ3))]Bk. (23)















with n1, n2, n3 2 N.
Now we shall consider the analagous rigid gauge trans-
formations on a fermion f in the fundamental represen-
tation of SU(3)C  SU(2)I  U(1)Y/Z6. We associate
with XC , XI , XY the generators
i λ8 = i diag(1, 1,−2), (25)
i σ3 = i diag(1,−1), (26)
i 12 = i diag(1, 1). (27)
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Their action upon the fermions must be are normalised















Then the corresponding rigid gauge transformations are
f 7! eig′θ¯3/2 exp( 1p
12
igsλ8θ1) f exp(12 igσ3θ2), (29)
with gs, g and g0 the colour, weak isospin and hyper-
charge gauge couplings. Those rigid gauge transforma-






n1, θ2 = 2
2pi
g




with n1, n2, n3 2 N.
Equating monopole and fermion gauge transformation
identies θi = θi in Eqs. (24) and (30). This gives:














Such values represent a specic prediction of the dual
standard model and are completely characteristic of it.
These predictions are compared to the running gauge
couplings through the following plot. The strong cou-
pling is taken from a three loop calculation normalised to
gs(MZ) = 1.213. The hypercharge and weak isospin are
taken from one loop expressions normalised to g(MZ) =
0.661 and g0(MZ) = 0.354.



















FIG. 1. gs/g and g
′/g plotted against renormalisation scale
µ. Dual standard model predicted values are also included.
We shall make a couple of comments about the running
of the gauge couplings in the standard model. Firstly,
around 1015 − 1018GeV, when gs/g  1 then also g0/g √
3/5, as required for grand unication . Secondly, g0/g
runs below the Z-mass from the running of the ne struc-




sin θw(1 −r)1/2 , A0 = (piα/
p
2GF )1/2, (33)
with r representing the radiative corrections. Its com-
ponent from the running of α is r0(µ) = (1− α/α(µ)).
The conclusion from g. (1) is that the dual standard
model is associated with a mass scale of about one GeV.
At that scale the running couplings take the values of both
of our theoretical predictions in Eq. (32). However, there
is some uncertainty in this value due to the extrapolation
of the running couplings to one GeV. Taking this into
account implies that a more accurate mass scale would
be somewhere between about three quarters of a GeV
and two GeV.
To illustrate the accuracy of the t in g. (1) we shall
calculate a prediction for sin2 θw(MZ) using only the run-
ning of the strong coupling and Eq. (32). Firstly observe
that gs/g = 4 is satised at around a GeV. Then Eq. (32)
implies that sin2 θw = 4/19 at the same scale. Using
Eq. (33), we predict
sin2 θw(MZ)  α
α(MZ)
sin2 θw(0)  0.22. (34)
The experimental value is sin2 θw(MZ) = 0.22300.0004.
We now discuss the interpretation and implication of
the above results. We give two possible interpretations.
In the conventional picture the standard model unies
into a grand unied theory at some large energy scale,
say around 1015− 1018GeV. In this framework we would
interpret the standard model fermion spectrum and in-
teractions as being dual to the grand unied monopoles
because of some higher symmetry, perhaps arising from
string theory or some other method of unication. By the
above arguments this would naturally give rise to a mass
scale of around a GeV for the standard model fermions,
and would represent a possible explanation for the hierar-
chy between the unied and the fermion mass scales. In
addition the above arguments support the SU(5) group
as a candidate for grand unication.
Alternatively, there is a more radical proposition: the
observed fermions are actually monopoles and they are
formed at an energy scale of around a GeV, where the
fundamental gauge symmetries unify.




3/5 factor arises through the normalisation of the
hypercharge generator.
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In collider type experiments at momentum scales in
excess of a few GeV one would not expect to see sym-
metry restoration. Monopoles are interpreted as com-
posite coherent bound states of scalar and gauge parti-
cles. As a composite object they still retain their iden-
tity at energies in excess of their formation scale. For
instance protons remain hadronic objects far in excess
of QCD  300MeV. To observe the restoration of sym-
metry one would have to form an analogous object to a
chiral condensate, with a temperature of the unication
scale. Then the monopoles would decompose into their
constituent elds.
The gauge interaction of the monopoles is also as ob-
served for the gauge interactions of the fundamental
fermions. They transform equivalently under the same
symmetries and, providing these symmetries are gauged,
they will interact in the same fashion.
A problem with many low energy theories of unication
is the presence of proton decay. In the context of the
dual standard model it is not clear that unication at
such a scale would cause proton decay via the massive
lepto-quark gauge bosons. These gauge bosons are in the
dual sector to the monopoles, and would therefore appear
magnetically charged. As such they would interact with
the fermions in an entirely dierent way from the usual
lepton or baryon number violating interactions.
Taking all this into consideration, still the unication
scale does seem rather low. Considering the monopoles as
classical objects then their composite nature should be-
come apparent at momentum scales above the unication
scale. This is not seen. Precisions test of the standard
model limit compositeness to scales above a TeV.
This may not be a problem though. One should re-
ally consider a quantum theory of monopoles. In such
a quantum theory a classical argument about the inter-
nal structure of the monopoles may not apply. Currently
the quantisation of the monopole degrees of freedom is
an unsolved problem. However results from duality seem
to imply that a theory of monopoles is dual to a particle
theory. If a quantised theory of monopoles does result
in a particle theory then the dual standard model could
well be a totally consistent explanation for the form and
structure of the standard model.
In conclusion we have examined the gauge couplings
in the dual standard model. This model represents a
theoretically well motivated explanation of the spectrum
and interaction of the standard model fermions. We have
shown that it predicts gs/g = 4 and g0/g = 2/
p
15, values
that are consistent with a renormalisation scale around
a GeV. In the context of the dual standard model the
interpretation of this result is ambiguous: it could either
represent a natural explanation for the fermion mass-
unication scale hierarchy, or it could indicate the pres-
ence of new physics at low energy scales.
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